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• Structuring a Series LLC
• Series and UCC Article 9
• Series LLCs and the Bankruptcy Code
• Closing Opinions for Series LLCs

Outline
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Traditional LLC Structure
• Ownership: Members (instead of shareholders)

– Many jurisdictions allow single member LLCs.
– Type of membership interest: flexible depending on agreement of members.

• Management: options and flexibility
– either by Members, individually or vote (“member managed”) OR 
– by Managers, individually or board (“manager managed”)
– Managers may be elected by members or permanent.

Series LLC Structure – has at least one series
• Ownership/Management: same options as a traditional LLC.
• Series: allows for the segregation of membership interests, assets and 

operations into independent “series.”

Structuring a Series LLC – What is it?
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What is a “Series”?
• Each series operates like a single, distinct entity and may have its own unique name, individual bank 

account and separate books and records.
• A series may have different members and different management than the other series organized under 

the same LLC. 
– The rights and obligations of the members and managers can differ from series to series.

The ability to segregate rights, power and duties provides unlimited flexibility for the sharing of 
managerial responsibilities, profits and losses and compartmentalization of assets and liabilities.

Structuring a Series LLC – What is it?
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A series allows for the granting of broad powers and privileges for that series:
• A series has the power and capacity to, in its own name:

– Enter into contractual agreements
– Hold title to assets (including real/personal/intangible property)
– Grant liens and security interests in property
– Sue other entities
– Be sued by other entities 

Structuring a Series LLC – Holding Assets
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• 1909 – Statutory Trusts
• 1988 – Delaware Statutory Trust

– An unincorporated association created to conduct business
– Includes trustees and beneficiaries 
– Used in structured finance and for investment companies, such as mutual funds
– Ability to segregate assets into subunits or series 

• 1996 – Delaware Series LLC and LP
• 2017 – National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws released the “Uniform Protected 

Series Act”
• 2019 – Delaware amendments
• 2022 – Texas amendments

Evolution of the Series LLC
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• Segregation of rights, powers and duties:
– Separate rights, powers or duties with respect to specified assets.
– Separate rights, powers, or duties with respect to specified obligations.
– Separate rights, powers or duties with respect to profits and losses associated with specified assets or 

obligations.
– Separate business purposes.
– Separate business investment objectives.

• Segregation of management:
– Separate and distinct management and administrative structure.

• Segregation of profits, losses and distributions and ownership:
– Separate and distinct arrangement for the sharing of profits, losses and distributions.
– Ownership vs. association

Structuring a Series LLC – Segregation of Duties
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Example #1: Holding Company
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HoldingCo LLC

Property 1 LLC Property 2 LLC Property 3 LLC
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Example #2: Series LLC

ParentCo LLC

Series A Series B Series C

Property 
A

Property 
B

Property 
C
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• Default rule for a typical LLC: governance by members in proportion to their interests.
– Most jurisdictions allow other types of governance as agreed.

• Series LLCs operate the same way – can generally have any type of governance structure.
• Governance of a series can differ from that of the series LLC.

– Governance of one series can also differ from that of another series.

Governance Considerations
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Liability Shields
• The most valuable characteristic of a series LLC is the liability protection that is provided for each series. 
• Goal: Assets owned by one series are shielded from the risk of liability of other series within the same 

LLC.
– Similar to a Corporation with several subsidiaries.

• The series LLC concept is designed to segregate risk within separate entities without the traditional cost 
associated with setting up new entities.

Structuring a Series LLC – Liability Shields
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• Requirements vary depending on the applicable law.
• Typically need public notice.
• Some statues require general notice filing with the Secretary of State.

– Ex. Delaware – notice can indicate that the series LLC has or may in the future have one or more 
series.  Other requirements if “registered series”.

• Some require specific notice filing with the Secretary of State.
– Ex. Illinois – notice must be filed with respect to and specifically referencing each series by name.

• Proper accounting of each series is important.  Failure to maintain separate records could result in loss of 
internal shields. 

• The LLC agreement must adequately provide for all relevant series.

Establishing Internal Liability Shields
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Series provide for statutorily sanctioned vertical and horizontal liability shields:

Structuring a Series LLC – Liability Shields
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• Eligible entity for federal income tax purposes (discussed below)
• Less costly to form if the associated Series LLC operating agreement governs the operations of the 

series
• A series formed under a filing statute, secures some of the benefits of a juridical entity:

– Ability to be a party to a state law merger or conversion
– Ability to obtain a certificate of good standing or certificate of existence

• In some cases, using a Series LLC to incorporate new members/series cells can more easily facilitate 
consolidation without extensive “due diligence”.

Entity Considerations – Advantages 
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• Inability to register to do business in a jurisdiction that does not have a series statute.
• Concern about protections in a jurisdiction that does not have a series statute. See Alphonse, Jr. v. Arch 

Bay Holdings, LLC, 548 Fed.Appx. 979 (5th Cir. 2013).
• Cessation upon dissolution of sponsoring Series LLC.
• A series formed under a non-filing statute can be problematic:

– Inability to be a party to a state law merger or conversion
– Inability to obtain a certificate of good standing or certificate of existence
– Potential inability to file an assumed name certificate

Entity Considerations – Disadvantages 
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• On September 14, 2010, the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service issued a 
notice of proposed rulemaking [REG-119921-09] concerning Series LLC and Cell Companies proposing 
to amend Reg. §§301.6011-6; 301.6071-2; 301.7701-1.

Tax Considerations – Federal Tax
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• Each series will be treated as an entity for federal income tax purposes regardless of whether it is a 
juridical person under state law. Prop. Reg. § 301.7701-1(a)(5)(i).

• Each series will be characterized for tax purposes under general tax principles, including Reg. 
§301.7701-1. Prop. Reg. § 301.7701-1(a)(5)(iii), (iv).

• The ownership of the series and its associated assets will be determined under general tax principles. 
Prop. Reg. §301.7701-1(a)(5)(vi).

• Each series and its sponsoring series LLC must file an annual statement by March 15 of each year 
containing information prescribed by the IRS. Prop. Reg. §§301.6011-6(a), 301.6071-2(a).

Proposed Regulations [REG-119921-09]
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The Treasury and IRS sought comments on several issues, including:
• Whether a sponsoring series LLC should be recognized as a separate entity for federal tax purposes if it 

has no assets and engages in no activities independent of its series.
• The appropriate treatment of a series that does not terminate for local law purposes when it has no 

members associated with it.
• How federal employment tax issues and similar technical issues should be resolved.
• How series and sponsoring series LLC will be treated for state employment tax purposes and other state 

employment-related purposes and how that treatment should affect the federal employment tax treatment 
of series and sponsoring series LLC.

• What issues could arise with respect to the provision of employee benefits by a series organization or 
series?

• The requirement for the sponsoring series LLC and each series to file a statement with the IRS and what 
information should be included on the statement.

Comments sought
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• Similar concerns lending to a series vs. lending to a traditional borrower.
• Unique concerns with respect to series:

– Viability of internal shields.
– Ability of series LLC to create additional series and segregate assets.
– Perfection of security interests – a “Protected” Series LLC likely does not meet the definition of 

a “registered organization” under the UCC because each series was not formed or organized 
“by the filing of a public organic record” with the State. 

 It is also unclear whether a series LLC met the definition of “person” under the UCC.

Issues faced by lenders
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• A “debtor” is a person having an interest in the collateral. U.C.C. §9-102(a)(28).
• A “person" is an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, limited liability 

company, association, joint venture, government, governmental subdivision, agency, or 
instrumentality, public corporation, or any other legal or commercial entity. [emphasis added] 
U.C.C. §1-201(b)(27).

• If an entity is required to file a public organic record to be organized, such as a corporation or 
LLC, it is known as a “registered organization." U.C.C. §9-102(a)(71).

UCC Article 9 Background
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• A financing statement (UCC1) is filed in the state of organization for a debtor that is a registered 
organization.

• In the case of an organization (i.e., a person other than an individual) that is not a registered 
organization, a financing statement (UCC1) is filed:
– In the state where the organization’s place of business is located; or
– If the organization operates in multiple states, in the state where the organization’s chief executive 

office is located. U.C.C. §§1-201(b)(25); 9-301(1).

UCC Article 9 Background
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• A series that is not a registered series is not a registered organization. See PEB Commentary No. 17, 
Limited Liability Partnerships under the Choice of Law Rules of Article 9 (June 29, 2012).

• A registered series should be a registered organization.
– Effective June 1, 2022, the Texas UCC expressly expands the definition of a registered organization to 

include a registered series. See U.C.C. 9.102(71).
– See Uniform Law Commission, Uniform Protected Series Act, Final Act July, 2017 (the Comments 

indicate that its drafters took into account concepts under UCC Article 9 when drafting the Protected 
Series Act).

Series as a Debtor
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• It is unclear whether an unregistered series is a legal or commercial entity for purposes of the UCC.
• If an unregistered series is not a legal or commercial entity, then it cannot be a debtor under the UCC.
• However, given that . . .

– The policy behind UCC Article 9 is to establish a uniform system for the granting of consensual security 
interests, there is no compelling public policy reason to prevent an unregistered series from being a 
debtor under the UCC; and

– A registered series seems to be a legal or commercial entity, there is no compelling reason to prevent 
an unregistered series from being a debtor under the UCC. After all, sole proprietorships and general 
partnerships can be debtors.

Series as a Debtor
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• Delaware passed a series of amendments to address various issues with series LLCs.
• The amendments provide that a registered series is an “association” and has the required characteristics 

of a “registered organization” for the purposes of the UCC. 
• Still raises questions.

Delaware Amendments
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Formation Requirements:

• Maintain separate records for each series.

• Provide notice of series structure in the certificate of a formation.

• LLC agreement must permit the formation of series.

Note:

• Proper records must be kept to account for the separate assets and liabilities.

• Series will continue to protect against liabilities and obligations of the LLC itself and other series, whether 
such other series are protected or registered.

• No new action is required for any existing series LLC to follow the protected type.

Delaware Series LLC (protected)
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Formation Requirements:

• Same as protected, plus:

• File certificate of registered series with the DE Secretary of State

Note:

• Certificate of registered series does not need to list registered agent because the series will use the 
same agent as the LLC that formed the series.

• Same rights, powers and obligations as a protected series as long as the same statutory requirements of 
notice and recordkeeping are met.

• A registered series can now obtain a certificate of good standing from the DE Secretary Of State.

Delaware Series LLC (registered)
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• Because a registered series will have many of the same attributes of a separate entity (but not actually be 
a separate entity), the state is required to maintain a record for registered series, and registered series 
will have an annual Delaware tax, initially set at $75 per series.

• Protected series will not have to pay this annual fee.

• Key issue amendments aim to address: how a series LLC is recognized under the UCC

• Prior to amendments, series LLC did not meet the definition of a “Registered Organization”

• Also unclear if met the definition of “Person”

• Significance: This created issues in perfecting a security interest against a specific series' assets

Delaware Series LLC (registered)
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Amendments address:

• (1) Recognition of a “Registered Organization”

• (2) the inability of a series to obtain a good standing certificate

• (3) inability of an existing series to merge with another series of the same LLC

• The amendments now provide for conversion of a protected series into a registered series, the 
conversion of a registered series into a protected series and the merger or consolidation of two or more 
registered series. 

• An existing protected series can convert into a registered series by filing a certificate of conversion and a 
certificate of registered series with the Secretary of State. 

• Similarly, a registered series can convert into a protected series – a certificate of conversion is filed with 
the Secretary of State and the previously filed certificate of registered series will be cancelled.

Delaware Series LLC (registered)
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• Only a “debtor” may file a voluntary bankruptcy petition. 11 U.S.C. §301.
• Similarly, a creditor may file an involuntary bankruptcy petition only against a “debtor.” 11 

U.S.C. §303(a).
• A debtor must be a “person.” 11 U.S.C. §109(a).
• A person “includes” an individual, partnership, and corporation. 11 U.S.C. §101(41)
• The terms includes and including are not limiting in the Bankruptcy Code. 11 U.S.C. 

§102(3).

Bankruptcy Code Background
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• Even though an LLC is not an individual, partnership, or corporation, it is a person and, therefore, a 
debtor that can file a bankruptcy petition. See In re ICLNDS Notes Acquisition, LLC, 259 B.R. 289 
(Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2001) noting,

As corporations and partnerships are eligible to be debtors, and because an LLC draws its character 
from both of those forms of doing business, an LLC is similar enough to those entities that it also 
comes within the definition of “person” and is eligible for protection under the [Bankruptcy] Code. 
[emphasis added] Id. at 293.

LLC as a Debtor
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“Similar enough” seems to be dependent on the breadth of the rights, powers, and privileges granted by 
the governing law of an entity’s state of organization.
• GxG Mgmt, LLC v. Young Bros, and Co., Inc., 2007 WL 55176, at *17 (D. Me. Feb. 21, 2007) (holding 

that a series of a Delaware LLC was not a separate entity for purposes of litigation because the series did 
not have the power to sue and be sued pursuant to the Delaware LLC Act; following this decision, the 
Delaware LLC Act was amended to add the power of a series to sue and be sued).

• See Alphonse v. Arch Bay Holding, LLC, 2013 WL 55911 (E.D. La. Jan. 3, 2013) (holding that a series of 
a Delaware LLC was a separate juridical entity for purposes of litigation because the series had the 
power and capacity, in its own name, to sue and be sued pursuant to the Delaware LLC Act), rev’d on 
other grounds, 548 Fed. App’x 979 (5th Cir. 2013), remanded, 2014 WL 6674029 (E.D. La. Nov. 24, 
2014), aff’d, 618 F. Appx. 765 (5th Cir. 2015). 

“Similar Enough”
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For a series to be a person and, thus, a debtor under the Bankruptcy Code, it must be similar 
enough to a partnership, corporation, or LLC.
• Like a partnership that cannot exist without partners, a series cannot exist without a sponsoring series 

LLC.
• Like a general partnership which exists without a required state filing, an unregistered series exists 

without a separate state filing. See N.S. Garrott & Sons v. Union Planters Nat'l Bank of Memphis, 772 
F.2d 462 (8th Cir. 1985) (involving the bankruptcy filing by a general partnership).

Is a Series Similar Enough?
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• Similar to a partnership, corporation, and LLC, a series may be established to include or exclude one or 
more of the following characteristics (which track the Kintner regulations predating the current check-the-
box regulations):
– Continuity of life (maybe)
– Free transferability of interests
– Centralized management
– Limited liability

• As a general matter, a series can have all the rights, powers, and privileges of an LLC.
• Prop. Reg. §301.7701-1(a)(5)(i) [REG-119921-09] provides that a domestic series is treated as an entity 

for federal income tax purposes.

Is a Series Similar Enough?
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• Texas LLC Law
– Carry on any business, purpose, or activity not prohibited.

– The power and capacity, in the series' own name, to:

 Sue and be sued,

 Contract,

 Acquire, sell, and hold title to assets of the series, including 
real property, personal property, and intangible property,

 Grant liens and security interests in assets of the series,

 Be a promoter, organizer, partner, owner, member, 
associate, or manager of an organization, and

 Exercise any power or privilege as necessary or 
appropriate to the conduct, promotion, or attainment of the 
business, purposes, or activities of the series.

– But then Texas goes on and says . . .

• Delaware LLC Act
– Carry on any lawful business, purpose or 

activity.
– The power and capacity to, in its own name:
 Contract,
 Hold title to assets (including real, personal 

and intangible property),
 Grant liens and security interests, and
 Sue and be sued.

Series’ Rights, Powers, and Privileges under 
Delaware Law and Texas Law
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• “Person” means . . . a protected series or registered series of a 
domestic limited liability company or foreign entity. TBOC §1.002(69-b).

• But, for purposes of the Texas Limited Liability Company Law, a series 
is not a separate domestic entity or organization. TBOC §101.622.

Series’ Rights, Powers, and Privileges under 
Delaware Law and Texas Law (cont.)
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• A series seems similar enough to a partnership, corporation, and LLC to be a person and, thus, a debtor 
under the Bankruptcy Code.

• Consequently,
– A series should be able to file a voluntary bankruptcy petition. 11 U.S.C. §301.
– A creditor should be able to file an involuntary bankruptcy petition against a series. 11 U.S.C. §303(a).

• But a creditor may seek to dismiss the series’ bankruptcy by filing a motion to dismiss under 11 U.S.C. 
§707(a). Assuming no bad faith exists, the moving party must show cause for the dismissal (e.g., arguing 
that the series is not a person and, therefore, not a debtor). 11 U.S.C. §§707(a), 1112(b)(1).

Series as a Debtor
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Excerpts from a legal opinion issued in 
connection with a financing transaction 
involving an unregistered series
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• A copy of the Certificate of Formation of the Company, as well as its other organizational documents 
which have been furnished to us;

• A certificate from the Comptroller of the State of Texas indicating that the Company is in good standing in 
the State of Texas as of [date];

• A certificate from the Secretary of State of Texas indicating that the Company validly exists in the State of 
Texas as of [date];

• A copy of the Second Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of [Company] dated [date];
• A copy of the First Amended and Restated Statement of Series for [Series] dated [date]; and 
• Copies of resolutions and certificates adopted by the Company and the Series authorizing the execution, 

delivery, and performance of [Transaction Documents].

Examined Documents
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• The Series is duly established under the laws of the State of Texas.
• The Series has all necessary power and authority to own its property and assets and to transact the 

business in which it is engaged or presently proposes to engage, and has full power and authority to 
execute and deliver each of the [Transaction Documents] to which it is a party and to perform its 
obligations under the [Transaction Documents].

• The execution and delivery by the Series of each of the [Transaction Documents] to which it is a party, or 
the performance by the Series of its obligations thereunder and the persons signing the [Transaction 
Documents] on behalf of the Series, have been duly authorized by all necessary action on the part of the 
Series, and to the extent required by the organizational documents of the Series.

• The execution and delivery by the Series of each of the [Transaction Documents] to which it is a party or 
the performance by the Series of its obligations thereunder, do not and will not conflict with or violate any 
of the Series’ organizational documents.

• The Series holds all right, title, and interest in and to the [Assets].

Applicable Opinions
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